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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 
This is a retrospective study, aimed to evaluate QOL, depression, and anxiety in 

potential living liver donors, indicating that PLLD had a low prevalence of anxiety and 

depression. Anxiety, depression, and low perceptions of QOL were more frequently 

observed in the NED group.  The study was designed well, however I have one main 

concern; 1. Generally the study might need to have a control group, to compare the 

results with donor ones. This controls shall be matched according to demographic and 

socio-economic of donors.  Without such controls, the conclusions regarding high or 

low psychological findings are too difficult. Specifically the authors just used the official 

global depression and anxiety prevalence, reported by WHO, instead of local prevalence 

from corresponding population in their own Country. So, to complete the analysis, 

author might to prepare at least local prevalence for those psychological factors or 

providing a matched control subjects. 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 
This was a paper which explored QoL, anxiety and depression in potential living liver 

donors. The Authors investigated these domains through dedicated questionnaries.   A 

total of 250 potential donors were interviewed between 2015 and 2019; of these, 140 

effectively donated.   Strengths - The aim of the study is easy to understand. - The 

Discussion section adequately discussed characteristics of potentially living donors, 

comparing data with that of other studies coming from Countries with different social 

and economic features.  Pitfalls - It is not clear, however, why the remaining 150 pts 

were excluded from donation. Moreover, it was not clear if data coming from 

questionnaires was mainly or partly influenced the exclusion from donation.  - Finally, 

the version of the manuscript available to me is not so easy to understand because of 

citation issues.   Regards.  
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 
I read with great interest this retrospective study about psychological aspects of 

potential living donation. Here some comments:  -An English Language check is 

needed. -The title is appropriate, but I would specify that it is a retrospective single 

center experience. -In the Methods, you should clarify how patients were enrolled: were 

they consecutive cases? if not which kind of enrollment was performed? I would remove 

the part about the items included form: they have been described elsewhere, you can just 

add the references and, if you want, you can send them as supplementary material. 

Similarly the questions you made can be put in a Table, and not within the test. An 

important point is: when the Forms and Questionnaires were administered? during the 

original decision-making period, or at the end, after the final decision of 

acceptance/refusal ? This is an important point, since the refusal or the acceptance can 

play themselves a role. -About the results: it is not clear why the PLLD have been 

accepted or refused for donation: was it because of psychological matters? If not, you 

should clarify how the differences you found could play a role within the process, or 

whether they are a consequence of it. -In the discussion I would add also something else 

about the novelty of your work and the differences with the many existing articles about 

this issue. 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 
I agree with the authors that the foundation for effective and satisfactory results of a 

living donor programme can be found in the pre-transplantation process, during which 

pre-donation psychological evaluation has a predictive role in post-donation mental 

health issues. 1. Why should you compare them between ED and NED. 2 Why only 

restrict to donors of paediatric recepients. 3. Relationship to the potential recepient 

should be stated in a table - mother/ father/ sister/ brother/ aunt/ and so on. 4. 

Outcome of the transplant should also be stated as atleast 30 day outcome. 5. Was 

psychological evaluation repeated after surgery in ED and after cancellation of surgery 

in NED. 6. What was the reason for classifying as NED can be presented in a table 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 
I think the aim of the paper is good. However the methodology is not correct. The paper 

can be written as a review of the findings of the evaluation - 

socioeconomic ,psychological etc as that is a gold mine of information ; but without 

comparing the ED with NED; as the division and comaprison on the basis of donation 

does not justify the pre operative evauation.


